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Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing (Chapman & Hall / Crc Computational Science)CRC Press, 2008
Despite the importance of applications of process algebras for the success of the field, [related publications] concentrate strongly on the theoretical achievements. This shortcoming is compensated for in a splendid way by this book, which brings together the state of the art in research on applications of process algebras.  
—From the...
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Parallel Programming with Co-arrays (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2018

	
		Parallel Programming with Co-Arrays describes the basic techniques used to design parallel algorithms for high-performance, scientific computing. It is intended for upper-level undergraduate students and graduate students who need to develop parallel codes with little or no previous introduction to parallel...
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Cancer Modelling and Simulation (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2003

	Understanding how cancer tumours develop and spread is vital for finding treatments and cures. Cancer Modelling and Simulation demonstrates how mathematical modelling and computer simulation techniques are used to discover and gain insight into the dynamics of tumour development and growth. It highlights the benefits of tumour modelling, such...
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Introduction to Reversible Computing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Few books comprehensively cover the software and programming aspects of reversible computing. Filling this gap, Introduction to Reversible Computing offers an expanded view of the field that includes the traditional energy-motivated hardware viewpoint as well as the emerging application-motivated software approach.

...
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Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Reveals How HMMs Can Be Used as General-Purpose Time Series Models

	
		Implements all methods in R

		Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R applies hidden Markov models (HMMs) to a wide range of time series types, from continuous-valued, circular, and...
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Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB (Chapman & Hall/CRC Textbooks in Computing)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Avoiding heavy mathematics and lengthy programming details, Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB® presents an easy methodology for learning the fundamentals of image processing. The book applies the algorithms using MATLAB®, without bogging down...
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Modern Data Science with R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2017

	
		Modern Data Science with R is a comprehensive data science textbook for undergraduates that incorporates statistical and computational thinking to solve real-world problems with data. Rather than focus exclusively on case studies or programming syntax, this book illustrates how statistical programming in the...
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MATLAB Programming for EngineersThomson Delmar Learning, 2001
The first text of its kind, Stephen Chapman's best selling book on MATLAB has now been updated to reflect MATLAB 6.0. The first edition has been highly successful in engineering schools where introductory programming is taught using MATLAB rather than a traditional programming language.  Although C, C++, and Java suit the needs of computer science...
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Effective Teaching with Internet Technologies: Pedagogy and PracticePaul Chapman, 2007
All schools now have internet access, but the potential of internet technology as a teaching and learning tool is still far from fully realised.   This timely book helps teachers develop pedagogical skills in using the internet through a series of case studies of good practice, all of which are based on extensive classroom research.   Accessible...
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Foundations of Statistical Algorithms: With References to R Packages (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science and Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2013

	
		A new and refreshingly different approach to presenting the foundations of statistical algorithms, Foundations of Statistical Algorithms: With References to R Packages reviews the historical development of basic algorithms to illuminate the evolution of today’s more powerful statistical...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1998
Learn Visual C++ through the Teach Yourself series, with sections on: Q&A, Do's and Don'ts, Workshop, Shaded syntax boxes, Type/Output/Analysis icons. Week One starts you with Visual C++. After installing and maneuvering through the components of the software, you'll examine a preliminary program to get the feel for C++ and Visual C++. You'll...
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Biological Data Mining (Chapman & Hall/Crc Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2009
Like a data-guzzling turbo engine, advanced data mining has been powering post-genome biological studies for two decades. Reflecting this growth, Biological Data Mining presents comprehensive data mining concepts, theories, and applications in current biological and medical research. Each chapter is written by a distinguished...
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